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Description

Inspired by the movement of road cycling and triathlon, the EX-2 is a high-performance
indoor cycling bike for professional and amateur athletes. The EX-2 provides
exceptional results for installations that work with specific indoor cycling workouts,
training with high intensity intervals and resistance training.

Gallery
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CUSTOMIZABLE PRODUCT

In Bodytone, In Bodytone, your EX2 Indoor Bike with your gym’s colors.

Get a high degree of personalization that will make your customers fall in love.

Contact us now

M18 Console (optional)

The M18 is an optional technology marker to get RPM, Speed,
Cadence, Distance, Time or Calories. It also measure watts in
compatible models.

Aluminum posts EX2T (optional)

More durability of your bikes with the optional aluminum
handlebar and seatposts for your EX2 professional bike.

Brake system

Top shoe with friction and locking system, with reduced
maintenance and great softness during braking of the flywheel.

Security system

We are concerned about safety, and because of that we
incorporate an emergency braking system on all our indoor
cycling bikes.

How to install M18 Console

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/_1T-EpqYGYM

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/5CA1gk1r3dk

Additional information

Dimensions
128 x 61 x 105 cm
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Weight
65 kg

Maximum user weight
150 kg

Flywheel
20 kg front wheel in steel with braking area in stainless steel.

Transmission
Poly V® belt.

Brake
Top shoe with friction and locking system.

Protections
Lateral and front cover of flywheel and bottom bracket amde in TPR, which prevents rust
and corrosion caused by sweat. Back protectors in ABS for stretching.

Bottom bracket
Bearing in front and rear extra-large and fluted, with NTN bearings.

Pedals
SPD Mixed. VP Components - X93.

Q Factor
160 mm

Saddle
EVA based padding especially for the practice of indoor cycling. Covered with leather
simile. Unique Bodytone design,with emptying extra comfort pelvic area. Seat cushioning
system.

Saddlepost
Scaled steel quality E-220 + CR2 S2, 2.5 mm thick, with chrome surface finish in 3 phases.
Laser cut holes to select positions.

Handlebars
Ergonomic and padded porous foam, anti-allergic. Height adjustable.

Handlebar stem
Scaled steel quality E-220 + CR2 S2, 2.5 mm thick, with chrome surface finish in 3 phases.
Laser cut holes to select positions. Aluminium optional.

Display
Optional M18, Transmits data to connect to Bkool or Zwift.

Security
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Emergency brake system through pressure knob.

Accessories
Double bottle rack at the handlebar.

Structure
Steel tube (2.5 mm thick) welded by robotic process.

Transport
Front wheels for easy handling.

Levellers
4 levelers for height.

Painting process
Epoxy painting with 3 layers treatment. Anti-rust primer base.

Design process
Study of biomechanics and ergonomics under the supervision of professionals and
associated athletes. After a long period of design; From the sketch, research in
engineering, production of prototypes, checking by professional athletes before going to
the market.

Bodytone International Sports S.L.

Calle Legón, 4 - 30500

Molina de Segura, Murcia (Spain)

info@bodytone.eu

+44 161 394 1165
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